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continue until it is realized that the aim of religious education
through the Sunday school is to produce men and women who
express their faith and devotion in every thought and act of
every day. To this end there must be a shaping of instruction
and a relating of study to life so that no break is anywhere ap-
parent between the two. All must move out of the past into the
present; out of the abstract into the concrete.

SOME VITALIZING ASPECTS OF MODERN
EDUCATION.

BY WALTER G. CLIPPINGER, B. P.
President, Otterbein University, Westerville, Ohio.

The rapid changes now going on in the ecclesiastical world,
in the industrial world and in the political world are being shared
and inspired, in a large part by the influence of modern edu-
cation. This, under the inspiration of nineteenth century edu-
cational reformers and especially under the impulse of the im-
mediately present new awakening, is occasioning great reform
in the entire educational world. Prompted in part by the mod-
ern pragmatic aspect of life, men are asking such questions as
these of education: Is it worth while? Does it stand the test?
Does it establish a vital connection between the process and life
itself? These are the pragmatic tests and they look toward
pragmatic values. There are other tests and other values which
are not so concrete and objective, which might be set up, but
which do not come under these categories, and which are wholly
spiritual and unseen.

For our purpose I want to inquire into the more concrete and
vital issues involved in education, omitting for the present the
purely personal and spiritual side of the question.

Modern education under the influence of physiological psy-
chology is coming to recognize the unity of man both as to func-
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tion and matter. The old conceptions of the evil aspect of mat-
ter and the duality of mind and matter is giving way to the
newer and more hopeful theory of the unity of man. Man is a
psycho-physical organism. The body without the soul is dead,
but united with it, becomes the instrument and agent of the soul.
A new dignity is being placed on the value of the body and a
new importance attached to its training. We are coming to see
that we can educate the eye as well as the mind, and the hand as
well as the eye, and that no education is complete which does not
aim at a measure of cultivation for each.

That man is being educated whose hand is being trained to
perform its work more skilfully and more accurately, whose
eye is being trained to see with greater discernment, whose ear
hears more distinctly and can discriminate the finer tones of a
musical scale.

That man is being educated in hand and eye who can so ad-
just and coordinate their activities as to work with the highest
degree of precision and facility, and get an immediate and sat-
isfactory response from either or both.

This is what the business men and manufacturers are de-
manding of our public schools and somewhat of the college more
than in former years. They are insisting that if the young men
and women of our schools are to earn their living by manual
labor, (and it must ever remain true that t̂he great majority
of men must be toilers in the great army of humanity) skill of
hand and accuracy of vision must be cultivated. This is as it
should be. The public school educates only as it fits men to be
efficient producers of such things as are necessary for the com-
fort and happiness of mankind. Any educational process which
prepares for life, first, for the particular vocation which the
individual may choose, and, second, which prepares for those
social and economic relations which are infinitely larger than any
vocation, is fulfilling its largest mission for the individual.

Thus education becomes physical, intellectual, social, moral
and religious. Stated more concretely and simply, there must be
a culture of the body and a culture of the mind, but both of these
must be with reference to the larger social, moral and religious
development.
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As to the physical side of education.

"Mens sana in <corpore sano" is more than a pleasing phrase.
It has infinite and vital meaning in this day of practical educa-
tion. The mind without a good instrument is helpless. The
body is the instrument, the vital organ of the soul. As long as
we live in a world of sense perception and physical action, we
must depend upon the body for both receiving and expressing
impressions. Only in a world of spirit could mediaeval practices
of bodily mortification have any justification. The body in the
present order of beings is the channel of communication and
must be regarded as sacred. It must be protected. It must be
nourished. It must be trained and educated.

A training in the manual arts is therefore to be desired not
only for its industrial, economic and vocational value, but for the
eye and hand coordination coming from the acquisition of skill
in the execution of such tasks.

As to its intellectual aspect
The purely intellectual side of education has, as distinguished

from the emotional and the volitional, long*been emphasized in
various forms. Certain studies have been advocated for the sake
of mere formal discipline as though that was their chief and only
value. How often have we heard the pressing claim for math-
ematics simply because it is a hard subject, and because it will
give the student exercise in mental gymnastics. Likewise, other
subjects are urged on the same ground, that of formal discipline.
Pure mental discipline is by no means to be ignored. It serves
its proper purpose, but there are higher values. We have passed
through the period of formal discipline advocacy, that of pure
intellectualism, and are now in a newer and more hopeful stage,
that of the discipline of the will. Modern education is placing a
large emphasis on the will. Dewey speaks much of control. In
a well-written chapter he speaks of physical control, of prudential
control and of moral control. We have come to see that mere
knowledge and even formal discipline without a control of facts
will not produce educated and moral beings. But now we may
soon be emerging from a period of modern will worship in which
we shall discover that the sensibilities, the music of the soul itself
is necessary for a harmonious development. No being is devel-
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oped to the highest who has not acquired a full development of
all his powers and functions, intellect, feelings and will.

Our education for life and our icor//: in life will be determined
by our definition of education.

We may, with Herbert Spencer, define it as complete living.
But then we must define the concept "complete," which is a
variable term. With Froebel, the pious and devout educator, we
may think of it as self-realization. Again we ask what this
means. With him it meant the unfolding of the inner divine
essence,—the expression of the God that is within, at and before
birth,—a sort of coming back again to our original pure being
in the likeness of God. With others education is adjustment to
environment,—the way one gets along with men and affairs. Still
others look upon it as character forming. However we may
define it, we must generally agree upon this, that it consists in
making the most of one's self for the good of his fellows and for
the glory of God here in this life and in this world.

Our conceptions may be more clearly defined when we set
before ourselves the various aims of education. It may be the
mere bread and butter aim, the making of a living, preparation
for earning money and the sustenance of life. This, though not
the highest, is not an unworthy aim. It enters necessarily into
all the aims to a greater or less degree. It may be the knowledge
aim—to store one'b mind with facts. To acquire intellectual
skill, technical accuracy" so that learning or scholarship becomes
the objective; may be the aim of others. This is no mean pur-
pose of education. With others, culture, a finished and polished
character with a full development of the aesthetic side of the
nature and a love for and appreciation of the beautiful in art, in
sculpture, in architecture and in nature—seems the highest aim.
Still another aim is the moral aim which looks toward purity of
character and uprightness of conduct. And yet another is the
social aim, in which the individual seeks not only his own, but
another's good. This recognizes the child to be educated as a
member of society, a part of a great brotherhood working for a
common end and good.

All these aims are worthy, and when finally considered, per-
haps the last is the most comprehensive. The preparation for an
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unselfish life of efficient service demands the best attention of
both teacher and student.

Some people think of education as a sort of bias stripe run-
ning through the character of an individual and which marks him
off from the rest of the herd. Others think of it as a mere lux-
ury, a thing to be enjoyed, a sort of by-product, one of the
after or side dishes served as a kind of dessert.

The highest end and aim of education must be the develop-
ment of social efficiency.

This must recognize in the fullest sense the fine relationship
between the individual and society. It must not remove its em-
phasis upon the training of the individual in its zeal to place it
upon training of the social group, but while preparing the indi-
vidual for his own personal happiness and comfort, it must ever
strive to impress him with the importance of his social relations.
In the words of Professor Bagley, "in the neglect of this, courage
becomes foolhardiness, temperance passes over into asceticism,
enthusiasm engenders fanaticism, and virtue degenerates into
vice. Morality means the control of impulse with reference to a
social end."

"That person only is socially efficient who is not a drag upon
society, who, in other words, can pull his own weight, either di-
rectly as a productive agent, or indirectly by guiding, inspiring
or educating others to productive effort."

"That man is socially efficient, who in addition to pulling his
own weight, interferes as little as possible with the efforts of
others." But this is merely negative morality.

"That man is socially most efficient who not only fulfills these
two requirements, but also lends energy consciously and persist-
ently to that further differentiation and integration of social
forces which is everywhere synonymous with progress." A
horse which cannot carry a rider, a motor which cannot propel a
machine, a seed which cannot produce of its kind, and a man who
cannot help his fellows, are all alike unmoral, if not immoral, un-
social and positively injurious to society.

The social efficiency aim must include all other aims. It must
include the bread and butter aim. It must include the knowledge
aim. It must include the culture aim.
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Education must fit the individual for life among men here and
now. It must be for this world and not for the world which is
past. It is present life relations and not future which should en-
gage man's sincerest and most strenuous attention.

"True education, always personal, will develop the social con-
sciousness and promote general social culture."

In its social aspect education must fit men to live with men.
That man is not educated who cannot make such adjustment of
his relations as will enable him to get along smoothly and happily
with his fellows. An educated man is one who is many-sided,-
who has no rough and sharp corners. In other words, he is
symmetrical, he is well balanced, he has a degree of refinement
and polish. He fits into the social group where the uneducated
man would not only make an ill fit, but his rough corners would
mar and hurt society.

A hermit or a monk cannot be educated. He may be learned
or scholarly, but he cannot be educated in the broadest and high-
est sense. He may be good negatively, but not positively. He
may be pious, but not useful. That individual alone is educated
who can adjust himself smoothly to all of life's relations and at
the same time help society to a higher and happier plane of living.
This by the very nature of the case he cannot do apart "from
society any more than he can lift himself by his own boot straps.

Society is an organism and not a conglomerate. Team work
must be maintained in social service as in football. A football
line-up is not a conglomerate but an organism. One player is
vitally related to another and to all. The game could not be
played if each player should play alone. Neither could it be
played if they played together merely, but each for himself. Each
player must play his own part, but at the same time must defend
and support his neighbor and the whole team. Sometimes this
must be done at a sacrifice of his own interests. So in society.
The individual must play his own game. At the same time he
must remember his co-operative relation, and recognize the vital
relationship between himself and the social order. That system
of education and that institution, whatever may be its name,
which accomplishes this is performing its highest mission.

This social relation exists only by virtue of our being per-
sonal and spiritual beings. No social relations can exist between
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irrational or unrational beings. Only a conglomerate could be
obtained thus. It is the spiritual relationship of mind with mind,
of soul responding to the stimulus of another soul, which can
produce a social order and thus establish a moral obligation. Man
alone is an ethical being. He alone is conscious of his relation
to other beings. It is this inter-communication which establishes
the higher relations in life.

But man sustains a relation of intimacy to higher beings. He
inclines upward. He is a religious animal, says Professor James.
It is that upward leaning which constitutes him religious.
Whether it is a feeling of dependence or a sense of reverence or
of fear which calls out his soul in recognition of a divine being,
one thing is certain, that a higher social order is thus established
than that of man with man. Here, then, is manifested a persistent
and universal capacity. If, as the Herbartians maintain, educa-
tion is the development of a many-sided interest or if as with
Froebel it is the development of the divine essence from within,
certainly here we have a beautiful blending of the two expressed
in terms of social ideals and relations. No soul is normal without
a religious tendency and no education is complete which does not
aim at the cultivation of this capacity to know, to reverence, and
to serve a supreme being. That soul only is being educated
which in addition to the establishment of peaceful relations of man
with man, is at the same time, setting up and cultivating for itself
those higher, sweeter and more vital yet unseen relations between
itself and God which engender a spirit of love, of obedience, of
reverence and adoration expressed on the one hand in the worship
of a supreme being, and on the other in service to his fellow man.

THE COLLEGE AS AN EDUCATIVE AGENCY.

Its vocational aspect.
We do not insist that the traditional liberal arts courses

should be prescribed for all persons and for all conditions in life.
The time is doubtless here when we must break away from the
rigidly classical studies, but under strict limitations and guidance
of the school authorities. To crowd the curricula with Latin,
Greek, Mathematics and English Literature and leave no place
for the biological and political sciences, for psychology and soci-
ology, for the manual arts and American literature is to de-vitalize
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and emasculate our educative processes, and it is not to be won-
dered at that in other and very recent years the college student
has not been held in the highest repute by the business and pro-
fessional public. He may have been well schooled, but poorly
educated. He may have become a good scholar, but a poor liver.

Herbert Spencer in his great work on education states it thus:
"Men dress their children's minds as they do their ladies—in the
prevailing fashion. As the Orinoco Indian puts on his paint be-
fore leaving his hut, not with a view to any direct benefit, but
because he would be ashamed to be seen without it, so a boy's
drilling in Latin and Greek is insisted on, not because of their
intrinsic value, but that he may not be disgraced by being found
ignorant of them—that he may have the education of a gentle-
man." Speaking of his own day, he says: "Not what knowledge
is of most real worth is the consideration, but what will bring
the most applause, honor, respect,—what will most conduce to
social position and influence—what will be most imposing."

The elective system has doubtless come to stay. A wide choice
of electives with a well-laid foundation of liberal and general
culture in both the high school and early college years is perhaps
the most desirable. Even Harvard, the pioneer in the elective
system, has found it necessary to hedge about both courses and
students so that soft or snap courses only may not be elected.
Perhaps the ideal is the group system in which the instructors
themselves group the work with reference to the vocational awak-
ening of the individual student. This gives the student the privi-
lege of electing, not a miscellaneous assortment of studies with
reference perhaps only to a preference for the subject or the in-
structor, but a well correlated set of subjects such as will prepare
him best for his vocation. So we are coming to recognize as
having equal rank degrees given in liberal arts, known as Bache-
lor of Arts, in science, known as Bachelor of Science, in educa-
tion, known as Bachelor of Education, and in philosophy, as
Bachelor of Philosophy.

In any of the courses there should be more than formerly a
good groundwork in the biological and sociological sciences.
Sociology and psychology should find an important place even in
a liberal arts course. They should have a large place in the edu-
cational, philosophic and perhaps in the scientific groups.
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Thus the vitalizing, the vivifying and the practicalizing of our
college work is made possible, and under the modern regime
while we may not be graduating quite as many scholars as in the
time of Edwards and McCosh, we are making better thinkers
and better citizens, and the college student is more than ever in
demand in all the professions and even in the business world.

On the other hand, it is greatly to be deplored that under the
license granted by an election of the classics, in many of our large
city high schools there are not enough applicants for Greek to
warrant the organizing of a class, and in many of the graduat-
ing classes there are many who know nothing of Latin. It is to
be feared that if such conditions continue, the time may soon
come when even theological seminaries will find it difficult to fill
their chairs of Greek exegesis.

The social function of the college.

The college not only prepares for life, but it is life itself. The
college group is a social group. Relations of the most vital char-
acter are sustained between members of this group. Unique
opportunities for right living are afforded here. An intimacy, a
closeness and a constancy of relation surpassed only by those of
the family itself are sustained. Constant daily contact of
student with student, of student with professor, of one class
group with another, and, if it be co-educational, of the different
sexes, is maintained. The poor are mingled with the well-to-do,
and in most of our colleges it is coming to pass that a sprinkling
of foreign nationalities is seen. Here if any place in the world
should be the Utopian or ideal society. The spirit of modern
democracy in both thought and practice is the very fruit of a
liberal education. Why should it not be demonstrated daily
right on its own soil? Far from being the worst society to which
a pc rent may introduce his child, it should be the very best society.

It is high time that we repudiate the old statement that more
irregularities of conduct occur in the colleges than elsewhere.
It is true that here they become more conspicuous on account of
the very compactness of the group itself, but there is little doubt
that in any promiscuous group of persons of a similar age, a far
larger per cent of immorality and a much smaller degree of posi-
tive and aggressive helpfulness would be discovered.
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It must be admitted, however, with regret and shame, that into
many of our best college groups there have crept some practices
that are both negatively and positively injurious. These have
been engendered and fostered by tradition to such an extent that
even the democratic and independent college spirit is unable to
break away from it. Reference might be made, simply for pur-
poses of illustration, to hazing, cribbing, class distinction, petty
pilfering, boorishness, the use of tobacco and strong drink in
various forms. In one of our universities it is stated that seventy-
five per cent of the students are addicted to the use of intnxi
cants. On the other hand, at other large institutions, absence
of such practice is just as conspicuous. The custom has grown
till the unwary student is swept into the current of popular
practice. College is life itself, and unless the student is trained
while there to sustain the proper relations with his fellows, he
is not being educated in the proper sense of the world and is
illy fitted to discharge even the commoner relations which society
enjoins upon him throughout life.

That man is not being educated who dishonestly does his work
by deceiving his instructor and who takes unfair advantage of his
fellow students by falsely obtaining higher grades, no matter
how much or how little he may know of the subject in hand.

That young man is not being educated who as he passes
through college fails to recognize the finer relations of life and to
observe the little courtesies due one another, who is boorish and
crude, and does not honor and respect the rights of other folks.

Quite the most pathetic illustration I have ever seen of a mis-
taken notion of college ethics was the statement of a young man
of my acquaintance, a brilliant young minister, who when re-
proached by his fellow students for unbecoming conduct, replied
that anything goes in college and that a college student is not
held responsible while in college for conduct, which, he even ad-
mitted, would subject him to penal discipline of civil law.

Making all allowance for group morality, for the influence of
college customs and for the suggestibility of the crowd, it still
must be maintained that this young man's code of ethics was de-
cidedly wrong. For whatever interferes with the rights of others
is morally wrong; and if the highest end of education is social
and if by social we mean right relations to men and right rela-
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tions to God, then that young man was not being fully educated
notwithstanding he was approaching the close of his college ca-
reer and ranked high as a student. He was brilliant, fluent, witty
and handsome, but he was not educated.

Civic relations form an important part of the conduct of the
individual and of the group and of groups. These likewise are
social. Patriotism, love for and loyalty to one's country and a
willingness to serve it are no small part of the education of our
youth. This should not be an effervescent sentimentality nor a
nominal and mere outward pretense, such as is exemplified in the
decoration of saloons and brothels with the stars and stripes, but
it should be deep-seated, rational and healthy. A study of sociol-
ogy, history and economics should yield such results as will in-
spire a rational love of country and lead one to participate in
municipal and civic functions, discharging all the duties of citizen-
ship, sharing and receiving alike the benefits and blessings of
freedom. The properly educated man will become the best citi-
zen. He will not only be civil himself, but he will unite in such
legislation as will enable him to live for the state of which he is
a part. He will not only exercise the right of ballot, but he will
cast his vote for the common good.

It must be granted, however, that good citizenship, and fine
character and conduct do not come ready made. They are not
put up in pretty packages to be handed out by the instructors,
this one labelled mathematics and prescribed to enable the student
to calculate correctly, to deal fairly in business, to estimate the
distance and size of the stars; and this one labelled Latin or
Greek and guaranteed to enable one to read all medical pre-
scriptions and interpret botanical of geological formulae or to
pose as a scholar and a man of culture; and this one labelled
literature, with the assurance that if taken as prescribed it will
admit to polite society. It is to be greatly feared that too long this
mechanical and formal conception of the educative process has
prevailed among even educators. While all these claims may be
granted in a moderate degree, yet there is a larger educational
value even to those things which are often esteemed only for their
formal discipline. There are vital values and spiritual issues in-
volved. We do not build character as we do houses, brick upon
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brick. Character grows as the flower develops, unseen and un-
measured, yet just as surely and as beautifully.

Finally, that college is performing its own function in the
fullest measure which so vitalizes and correlates its courses and
its teaching both as to method and matter, first—that the body
with all its divinely appointed functions shall be developed in the
fullest measure and trained to respond to the better and nobler
impulses of the soul, and which, second—brings the entire mind
under such control as that it may obey the larger and nobler ideals
of life and which finally has in mind the larger social relation-
ship which each individual sustains, first to the individual him-
self and then to the entire social order, and the issuing of these
relations, physical, intellectual and social into a recognition of a
great unseen yet real and personal Supreme Being to whom lov-
ing obedience and service are cheerfully rendered. Such educa-
tion will bring men into the largest possible life of love and ser-
vice with men and into the larger and more glorious life of com-
munion with the Supreme Being.


